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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Strategic planning: the route

M The essence of strategy
    F The determination of the organization’s
        objectives, plus the marking of the designated
        paths which should be followed to obtain these
        objectives, and the indication of the means to
        acquire them.
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Strategic planning: the route

M Specific angles
    F Markets tend to saturate in due time, and the
        preferences of consumers change constantly.

    F Technological advances and innovations lead to
        rapid obsolescence.

    F Continuously growing, global competition.

    F Other macro- and meso-environmental factors,
        such as: economic, political and demographic
        factors.
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Strategic planning: the route

M Key issues:
    F Where do we want to ‘go’ to?  (Our goal, our
        qualitative aims)
        What do we want to accomplish? (Our targets,
        our -usually- quantitative ambitions)

����F�What path should we follow to acquire these
        goals and targets?  (Our strategy)

    F What means should we deploy? (Our tactics)
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Common
business
objectives
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

A major decision: the PMC

M One of the most important issues:
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

The mission of the organization

M Defining the business of the organization:
    F Traditionally, many companies defined their
        business in product terms (”what we make”) 
        or in technological terms (”we are a chemical-
        processing company”).

    F Defining business, however, should rather be
        focussed on what markets and customers want.

    F Mission statement: a statement of the organiza-
        tion’s intention, its purpose, its reason for
        existing: what it stands for and what it tries to
        accomplish for its customers.
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

The mission of the organization

M Key questions regarding the mission:
    F What business are we in?  As such, Microsoft is
         in the ‘office solutions’ business, not just in the
         software business; Shell is in the ‘energy
         providing’ business, not just in the fossil fuel
         business, etc.

    F Who are our customers?  Who are for example
         the customers of Microsoft: just offices or
         employees? What about private citizens or other
         types of businesses, etc.? 
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

The mission of the organization

M Key questions regarding the mission:
    F What are we in business for?  Do universities
        merely exist to educate students, or do they
        train them for industry and businesses?

    F What sort of business are we?  Companies could
        be cost leadership focussed businesses, such as
        KwikSave or Black & Decker.  Companies could
        be differentiators, like Sony, or they could be
        focussed companies, like EasyJet.



    who can we 
  serve / who do 

we wish to serve?

business 

business 

domain

scope

 = the whole
market

= the part of
the market the company 
focuses on.

 

product /
service,

solution

Product

Business scope /
market definition

(prof. Derek Abell)

Technology

Market

method,
means,

distinguishing
competencies

customers
(customer

groups)

                   how can we fulfill the
                   needs of customers?
             / how do we wish to fulfill  
               the needs of customers?

   what needs can we fulfill?
               / what needs do we 

                         wish to fulfill?
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

The mission of the organization

M Key requirements for effective missions:
    F Realistic: KLM is an excellent airline company;
        their mission, however, does not mention be-
        coming the world’s largest airline, as this would
        be out of the question.

    F Specific: the mission should fit the company
        and no other; therefore generalities and contra-
        dictions should be avoided (such as: ”wanting
        to become the leading industry with best
        service, best prices, etc.”). 
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

The mission of the organization

M Key requirements for effective missions:
    F Based on distinctive competencies: Bang &
        Olufsen (audio/video devices) has the techno-
        logy to make microcomputers, but an entry into
        that market would not be appropriate with
        regards to its core competencies in designing,
        styling, manufacturing and exclusively
        distributing its high-end audiovisual products.

    F Motivating: the mission should state objectives
        referring to customers, instead of stating
        financial objectives for the organization. 
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Business definition: PMT

M Looking into the business definition:
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Business definition: PMT

M Fine-tuning the business definition:
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Strategy formulation, in detail (1):
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Strategy formulation, in detail (2):
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

(Marketing) planning cycle
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Analysis of current strategy / situation

M Present situation:
    F Determination of the ‘business definition’ of the
        organization, focusing on the central issue:
        “what business are we in?”
    F What kind of business do we conduct, actually?
    F Who are our customers?  What value do they
        represent or contribute to our company?
    F What relevant external developments are taking
        place: market, customers, competitors, etc.?
    F Where is our business heading to?  What new or
        other possibilities are we facing? 
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Forecast continued situation: gap analysis

M Strategic gap analysis:
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

Forecast continued situation: gap analysis

M Strategic gap analysis:
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

External analysis, aspects

M Elements that may be part of an external
    analysis, could involve i.a.:

    F market developments
    F branch of industry / competitor analysis
    F developments regarding distribution
    F customer’s behaviour, trends. developments
    F legislation and other developments within the
        macro-environment.
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

External analysis, aspects

M Opportunities & threats
    F Opportunities involve EXTERNAL events, trends,
        or developments that will possibly lead to a new
        competitive advantage, and, in view of
        customer's needs and other business relation-
        ships, could prove to be profitable to the
        organization.

      F Examples: a devaluation of the GBP, following the Brexit,
          offers various opportunities for firms that import, or would
          like to import, goods from the UK.
          The possibility for a firm to conquer a certain market, once
          it has acquired more qualified sales staff isn’t an
          opportunity, but is rather an internal weakness: not having
          appropriate personnel.
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STRATEGIC MARKETING PLANNING

External analysis, aspects

M Opportunities & threats
    F Threats also involve EXTERNAL, yet undesirable,
        events, trends or developments that, without
        taking appropriate countermeasures, could lead
        to a certain reduction of sales or profit, and thus
        could negatively affect the firm’s business.

      F Examples: when a new competitor enters a firm’s market,
          this will often be regarded as a major threat to its business.
          However, when a firm expects a drop in its production due
          to upcoming retirements within the production department,
          this situation may not be regarded as a threat, but rather as
          an internal weakness: wrongful staff planning.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Environment analysis

M Various environmental factors:
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Market developments

M Market development aspects:
    F Growth in the macro-environment, such as GDP
        (value of all the country’s goods and services
        that have been made through its factors of
        production [nature, labor, capital goods, information and

          entrepreneurship], or for example a (product-) life
        cycle growth.
    F Significant factors regarding market growth are
        i.a.: susceptibility to economic cycles (pork or

          cobweb cycle), import vulnerability (low-wages

          countries), business outlook, changing
        consumption patterns, degree of welfare, etc. 
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Forces of competition:
    F In developing a marketing program, a company
        must consider the factors that drive competition:
        market entry barriers, bargaining power of
        buyers and of suppliers, existing rivalries, and
        substitution possibilities.

    F These factors relate to a firm’s marketing mix
        decisions and may be used to create a barrier to
        entry, increase brand awareness, or intensify a
        fight for market share.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
    F Entry: in considering the competition, a firm
        must look in to the likelihood of new entries. 
        Therefore the firm must consider the possible
        barriers to entry for other firms: the business
        practices or conditions that make it difficult for
        new firms to enter the market.
    F Barriers to entry can consist of capital require-
        ments, advertising expenses, product identity,
        distribution access, switching costs, etc.
        For example: entering the aviation market
        usually requires huge investments.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
    F Power of buyers and suppliers: a competitive
        analysis must consider the power of buyers and
        suppliers. 
        Powerful buyers exist when they are few in
        number, or, for instance, when there are low
        switching costs, or the product represents a
        major share of the buyer’s total costs.

         A supplier gains power when the product is
         critical to the buyer and/or when the switching
         costs are relatively high.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
    F Existing competitors and substitutes:
        competitive pressures among existing firms
        often depends on the rate of industrial growth.
        In slow-growth settings, competition is more
        intense in view of any possible gains in market
        share.  High fixed costs also create competitive
        pressures for firms to fill production capacity.

        Firms that offer substitute products or services
        can also create competitive pressures, especial-
        ly when they are backed by large capital, such
        as train companies competing with airlines.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Branch of industry / competitor development

M Porter’s 5 competitive forces:
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Competitor analysis

M The process of competitor analysis:
    F In general there are two very different ways of
        identifying current competitors:

        1/ by examining the perspectives of the custo-
             mers who choose among competitors.
             This involves grouping competitors according
             to the degree they compete for a buyer’s
             choice. 

        2/ by placing competitors in strategic groups on
             the basis of their competitive strategy.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Competitor analysis

M The process of competitor analysis:
    F Strategic groups of competitors are firms that:
        G over time pursue similar competitive
            strategies (like using the same distribution
            channels, the same type of communication
            strategies, the same price/quality position);
    ����G�have similar characteristics (such as size,
            aggressiveness, etc.);
    ����G�have similar assets and competencies (such
           as brand associations, logistics capability,
           global presence, or R&D).   
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Competitor analysis

M The process of competitor analysis:
    F After competitors are identified, the focus will
        shift to trying to understand these competitors
        and their strategies. 
        Particularly interesting is an analysis of the
        strengths and weaknesses of each competitor or
        strategic group of competitors. 
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Developments regarding distribution

M Important distribution analysis issues:
    F the manner of distribution: indirect and/or
        direct bridging from manufacturer to customers;

    F the concentration of distribution: the degree
        of power or influence that may exist within
        distribution channels;
 
    F the distribution functions: presence and
        visibility of the added value / uniqueness of
        distributors.
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Customer analysis, trends, developments

M Important aspects in this respect:
    F customers’ characteristics, wants, needs, etc.
    F purchasing motives;
    F importance regarding issues as ISO, HACCP,
        service, warranty, application know-how, etc.; 
    F purchasing procedures, DMU, who-what-when
    F response to the marketingmix;
    F importance of product / solution to the
        customer. 
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Customer analysis, trends, developments

M Customer motivations / some key issues:
    F What elements of the product/service do
        customers value most?

    F What are the customers’ objectives? What are
        they really buying?

    F How do segments differ in their motivation
        priorities?

    F What changes are occurring regarding
        customer motivation and customer priorities?
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

Customer analysis, trends, developments

M Unmet needs / some key issues:
    F Why are some customers dissatisfied?  Why are
        some changing brands or suppliers?

    F What are the severity and incidence of
        customer problems? 

    F What are the unmet needs that customers can
        identify?  Are there some of which customers
        are unaware of? 

    F Do these unmet needs represent leverage
        points for competitors? 
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

SWOT-i(ssue): opportunities / threats

M Findings of external analysis:
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EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

SWOT-i: opportunities / threats

M Findings of external analysis:


